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The antiferromagnetic system on a rare-earth pyrochlore has been focused as a strong candidate of U(1)
quantum spin liquid. Here, we study the phase transitions driven by external magnetic field and discuss the
large thermal Hall effect due to emergent spinon excitations with staggered gauge fields. Despite the spinons,
the charge excitations of the effective action that carry spin-1/2 quantum number, do not couple to the external
field, the emergent U(1) gauge field is influenced in the presence of external magnetic field. Especially along
[111] and [110]-directions, we discuss the possible phase transitions between U(1) spin liquids with different
gauge fluxes are stabilized in fields. Beyond the cases where gauge flux per plaquette are fixed to be either 0
or pi, there exists a regime where the staggered gauge fluxes are stabilized without time reversal symmetry. In
such a phase, the large thermal Hall conductivity κxy/T ∼ 4.6× 10−3W/(K2 ·m) is expected to be observed
below 1K.
Introduction — The exotic phases of matter have broaden
the manners to understand the strongly correlated elec-
tron systems[1–3]. Especially, the quantum spin liquid
(QSL) whose long-ranged order is suppressed even at zero-
temperature have demanded a new framework to understand
the internal orders other than conventional ones[4–6]. One
of the fascinating peculiarity of the QSLs is the existence
of non-local excitations resulted from the quantum entangle-
ment. They characterize the nature of the low-energy excita-
tions which carry fractional quantum numbers. Unfortunately,
the experimental probe is suffered from the inevitable non-
locality[4, 5, 7, 8]. Nonetheless, several predictions which
can be deduced from their low-energy excitations might be
the indirect methodology to unveil the phenomena of QSLs.
The rare earth pyrochlore materials with a chemical for-
mula RE2TM2O7 contain several candidate materials to re-
alize QSLs[9–21]. Microscopically, the interplay between
highly localized nature of the f -electrons in rare-earth ions,
strong spin-orbit coupling and the crystal field results in the
effective pseudospin-1/2 model on the pyrochlore lattice[22–
27]. Thus, the pseudospin at each site i is represented as
S±i , S
z
i about their local zˆ axes which are towards the cen-
ter of a tetrahedron. Due to the geometrical frustration, the
magnetic moment is disordered even at extremely low temper-
ature. In the absence of quantum fluctuations, the massively
degenerate ground states so called “two-in two-out” states are
realized[28–31]. In the presence of quantum fluctuations in-
duced by S±i , however, it diagonalizes the ground state man-
ifold to give rise to the fractionalized liquid phase with emer-
gent U(1) gauge structure, dubbed U(1) QSL[32–37].
In this paper, we study the U(1) QSLs subject to the external
magnetic field uniformly. The U(1) QSLs evolve differently
as the field direction changes, we consider two case, [110]
and [111]-directions. There is no charge carriers inside the
system, thus the degree of the freedom for the low-energy ex-
citations do not couple to the external field through the Peierls
substitution. However, the Zeeman coupling with the mag-
netic dipoles generates the nearest-neighbor spinon hopping.
As long as the U(1) QSL persists, i.e. the external field is
not too strong, the effective action standing for the emergent
gauge field is modified. This is reflected in the permeabil-
ity, eventually the photon speed[38]. Importantly, the spinon
propagation is coupled to the emergent gauge flux, thus the
dynamics of spinon can be controlled by the external field.
The spinon band structure manifest them which are responsi-
ble for the physical observables.
Focusing on the rare-earth pyrochlores described by
Kramers doublet for pseudospin (the system contains odd
number of electrons in RE3+), we perform the standard per-
turbation in magnetic field B for the lowest order correction in
the coupling constants[33]. Considering on the spinon and the
associated gauge field, we show there are phase transitions in
the U(1) QSL with different fluxes[36, 39, 40]. We draw the
schematic phase diagrams and find the regime where a new
type of flux patterns other than the uniform 0-flux (or pi-flux)
are stabilized in every plaquette. When the field is along [110]
direction, 0 and pi-fluxes coexist where the total fluxes pene-
trating the geometrical object enclosed by plaquettes should
be quantized in unit of 2pi. However, for field along [111] di-
rection, even more complicated flux patterns are manipulated
to break the time-reversal symmetry. In this case, the fluxes
through the minimal plaquette are adjusted as a function of
the external field to minimize the ground state energy. The
emergent Lorentz force then bends the spinon motion, which
is reflected in the spinon band structure[41–43]. As a conse-
quence, the large thermal hall effect occurs from the topolog-
ical spinon bands, κxy/T ∼ 4.6 × 10−3W/(K2 · m) at low
temperature below 1 K. We discuss the relevant experiments
and generalizations to the other rare-earth pyrochlore materi-
als.
Lattice gauge theory with the Zeeman coupling — We
first consider the nearest-neighbor pseudospin-1/2 model on a
pyrochlore lattice capturing the essential features of the U(1)
QSLs [33].
Hpseu = H
z
pseu +H
±
pseu
=
∑
〈i,j〉
{
JzS
z
i S
z
j −
J±
2
(S+i S
−
j + S
−
i S
+
j )
}
, (1)
where Jz > 0 and Jz  |J±|. Here, the pseudospin at each
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FIG. 1. The diamond lattice with A,B sublattices on which the
spinon resides. On the link, the spin degrees of freedom live whose
out-plane component Szrr is marked as a blue arrow. The divergence∑
r′ S
z
rr is identified with the gauge charge density (red circle) at r.
The ring exchange is carried out on each 4 hexagonal plaquette en-
wrapping the dual diamond site r (green circle) where the magnetic
monopole emitting the gauge flux resides. The external B-field is
applied along [110]- or [111]-direction.
site Szi , S
±
i is defined about their local zˆ axis towards the
center of a tetrahedron. The first term, Ising interaction de-
termines the ground state manifold whose elements are called
classical spin ice. The classical spin ice infers the spin config-
urations constrained by the ice rule, “two in two out states”.
Then, the second term serves as a perturbation lifting the de-
generacy. The massive amounts of the degeneracy is blended
through the quantum tunneling, the second term in Eq. (1).
The second term in Eq. (1) creates a pair of bosonic
spinon excitations on the center of the tetrahedra, the diamond
lattice[31, 44–46]. In Fig. 1, the diamond site is labelled by
r where the pyrochlore site i is located at the center of the
diamond bond connecting r and r′. On the link, the spin vari-
able Szrr′ can be thought as an electric field Err′ = rr′S
z
rr′
where rr′ = −r′r = 1 when r ∈ A, r′ ∈ B and rr′ = 0
otherwise [33]. Then the spinon excitation is mapped into
the gauge charge nr =
∑
r′∈〈rr′〉Err′ obeying the Gauss
law, and the Ising interaction in Eq. (1) becomes the charge
repulsion Jz2
∑
r(nr)
2. Similarly, the in-plane pseudospin
S+rr′ = Φ
†
re
iArr′Φr′ induces the spinon Φr to hop from r′ to r
with an emergent U(1) gauge field Arr′ (mod 2pi). [33] These
gauge fields satisfy [Arr′ , Err′ ] = i on each link. The ex-
change interaction in Eq. (1) represents the spinon propaga-
tion under the gauge field
H1 = −
∑
〈〈rr′〉〉
(
trr′Φ
†
re
iArr′Φr + h.c.
)
− µ
∑
r
Φ†rΦr (2)
where trr′ =
J±
2 and Arr′ = Arr′′ + Ar′′r′ . For convenience,
the spinon charge is set to be q = 1 in unit of ~ = c = 1.
The spinon spectrum is manifest in the band structure Eq. (2)
above a finite energy gap |µ| ∼ Jz . Generally, the long-range
spinon hopping other than Eq. (2) can be built in the products
S+raS
−
ab . . . S
−
a′r′ .
By integrating out the gapped spinons in Eq. (2), the 3rd
order perturbation gives the compact U(1) gauge theory with
the ring exchange around the hexagonal plaquette[33].
H
(3)
eff =
U
2
∑
link
E2rr′ −
∑
plaq
gpcos(O×Arr′), (3)
where gp = 3J3±/2J
2
z is the coupling constant for the ring
exchange. The first term is included to enforce the discrete-
ness of the pseudospin for large U > 0 and the second term
denotes the lattice curl around the hexagonal plaquette. In ad-
dition to the spinons we noted, two more emergent excitations
exist, magnetic monopole and photon at lower energy[33].
In U(1) QSL, the gapped spinons are deconfined and prop-
agate in the dual lattice. Comparing Eq. (2) and (3), it is obvi-
ous that the gauge flux stabilized by the coupling constant gp
is decisive for the spinon band structure[36, 39, 40, 47]. With
unfrustrated J± > 0, all plaquettes prefer the 0-flux and the
spinon band structure is the same as the one of the diamond
lattice without any gauge field. In the frustrated case J± < 0,
the unit cell is doubly enlarged to stabilize the pi-flux with the
line degeneracy in the band structure[36].
Now we take into account the Zeeman term by applying the
external magnetic field B.
HZeeman = H
z
Z +H
±
Z
= −
∑
i
hziS
z
i −
∑
i
(hxi S
x
i + h
y
i S
y
i ), (4)
where the Bohr magneton µB and the g-factor are absorbed
into the definition h = µBg|B|. The subscript i is inserted to
remind that the relative angle between the local axis and the
B-field depending on four sublattices in a pyrochlore lattice.
We focus on the small field regime where the U(1) QSL is
still stable and the role of magnetic fields in the ring exchange
terms modifying U(1) gauge fields. The second term H±Z in
Eq. (4) influences the effective models in Eqs. (2) and (3).
We also note that the first term in Eq. (4) does not contribute
to the lowest order correction upto fourth order in fields, thus
is ignored.
The spin-flip term in Eq. (4) calls for the nearest neigh-
bor spinon hopping in Eq. (2). And it modifies the coupling
constant gp through the ring exchange, resulting in staggered
flux patterns other than uniform 0-flux or pi-flux. As shown in
Fig. 1, there are 4 hexagonal plaquette completely wrapping
the dual diamond lattice where the source of the gauge flux
resides. Within the moderate strength of h, some of the pla-
quettes prefer 0-flux while the others prefer pi-flux among 4
different faces. When two among four plaquettes favor 0-flux
and others favor pi-flux, the spinon band remains topologically
trivial satisfying the net flux penetrating the 4 plaquettes quan-
tized in unit of 2pi. However, there are cases where one or
three plaquettes prefer pi-flux among four plaquettes. In these
cases, the net flux is not quantized in unit of 2pi and the U(1)
QSL description breaks down. The validity can be restored by
3shaving off the flux from the preferred one. It is implemented
to minimize the magnetic energy similar to the uniform flux
cases. Such flux is adjusted in a continuous fashion by the ex-
ternal field and the topological spinon bands arise with broken
time reversal symmetry.
Perturbation of the coupling g in fields — We concrete
our argument in the presence of the B-field along [110]- and
[111]-directions. Since the ring exchange consists of the 6
subsequent spin flips, the lowest order where h comes in is
4. After the 4th-order perturbation (Supplementary Informa-
tion), the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (3) is obtained with the
modified coupling constant. When the B-field is along [110]-
direction,
g
[110]
1 =
3J3±
2J2z
+
5J2±h
2
4J3z
g
[110]
2 =
3J3±
2J2z
+
J2±h
2
J3z
(5)
where g[110]1 (g
[110]
2 ) is the coupling constant on the plaque-
tte parallel (oblique) to the B-field direction. The difference
in the corrections is due to the relative angle between the pla-
quette and the external B-field. When the exchange is un-
frustrated (J± > 0), the B-field just enhances the stability
of the 0-flux U(1) QSLs. Although higher order perturba-
tion ∼ h4J2±/J5z may introduce the terms with the opposite
signs, it will only renormalize Eq. (5) unless the B-field
is relatively large h ∼ (J3zJ±)1/4. However, in the frus-
trated case (J± < 0), they reverse the coupling constant
signs as the B-field approches h ∼ |JzJ±|1/2. (Fig. 2a) At
small field h < h1 = 1.10|JzJ±|1/2, the coupling constants
g
[110]
1(2) are negative implying the pi-flux phase. With further in-
creasing h, all constants in Eq. (5) switch the signs beyond
h > h2 = 1.22|JzJ±|1/2 and the 0-flux U(1) QSL is sta-
bilized before polarization for large h. Inbetween these two
transition points h1 < h < h2, only two plaquettes among 4
faces keep the negative constants g[110]1 > 0, g
[110]
2 < 0. In
this regime, the ground state no longer stabilizes the uniform
gauge fluxes. Rather, two 0-fluxes and two pi-fluxes among
4 faces are stabilized whose net flux is well quantized. Al-
though the gapless photon is insensitive to small h, the spinon
band structure changes passing the transition points h1,2. All
band structures in three regimes are topologically trivial since
the 0- and pi-fluxes respect the time-reversal symmetry.
Unlike the [110] field case, the field along [111] direction
results in frustrated U(1) gauge fluxes and non-trivial spinon
band structure is stabilized. In this case, the corrections to the
coupling constants are,
g =
3J3±
2J2z
g¯ =
3J3±
2J2z
+
10
9
J2±h
2
J3z
, (6)
where the superscript [111] is omitted for convenience. Here,
g correspond to the plaquette perpendicular to the B-field
ℎ𝑔1,2 < 0 𝑔1,2 > 0𝑔1 > 0
𝑔2 < 0
ℎ1 ℎ20
(a)
ℎℎ𝑐 ℎ𝑐
′0 𝑔, ҧ𝑔 < 0 ҧ𝑔 > 0 > 𝑔 ҧ𝑔 > 0 > 𝑔
(b)
FIG. 2. Schematic phase diagrams with the signs of the coupling
constant gp when the exchange is frustrated J± < 0 and the B-field
is applied along (a) [110]- and (b) [111]-directions. The blank, green
and yellow arrows are identified with 0-, pi- and continuous B-fluxes
respectively. The phase diagrams are continued until h polarizes the
system out of U(1) QSLs.
and g¯ to the other 3 tilted faces. Similar to the [110] case,
the unfrustrated exchange J± is not affected by the applied
field. For J± < 0, both constants are negative below hc =
1.16|JzJ±|1/2 preferring the uniform pi-flux. When the B-
field reaches h = hc, then g¯ = 0 and the ring exchanges
are completely suppressed without the perpendicular kagome
plane. At this transition point, the U(1) QSL description fails
due to the instanton effect in space-time 2+1 dimension. [51]
When h > hc, the phase with staggered flux contains
the plaquette preferring the pi-flux perpendicular to [111]-
direction and 0-flux on the others. The obstacle is that the
net flux penetrating the 4 different faces is not quantized in
unit of 2pi. The flux quantization is legitimated by shaving off
the preferred flux in each plaquette. Thus we minimize the
total magnetic energy instead of each plaquette.
H
[111]
eff ∼ |g|cos(2pi − 3B)− 3g¯cos(B)
= 4|g|cos3(B)− 3(|g|+ g¯)cos(B) (7)
where B is the sheared flux through the 3 tilted plaquettes.
Since Eq. (7) is a polynomial of cos(B) and the leading coef-
ficient is positive, the sheared flux is in the vicinity of 0 rather
than pi as it should be. Minimizing Eq. (7), the optimized flux
is
dH
[111]
eff
dB
∣∣∣
B=B¯
= 0, cos(B¯) =
√
|g|+ g¯
4|g| (8)
This allows the gauge flux B other than standard 0- and pi-
fluxes. When h is larger than h′c = 2.32(JzJ±)
1/2, then g¯ >
3|g| and Eq. (8) has no solution for B¯. In this regime, all
4plaquettes are enforced to trap the 0-flux evenly the negative
g < 0 one. Between the transition points hc < h < h′c,
the solution B¯ of Eq. (8) is stabilized through the 3 tilted
plaquettes with 3B¯-flux perpendicular plaquette. Here, B¯ is a
continuous function of the strength h with the range 0 ≤ B¯ ≤
pi/3 since g¯ ≥ 0.
Staggered flux phase and thermal Hall effect — In the
intermediate field hc < h < h′c along [111] direction, the
time-reversal symmetry is broken for generic staggered flux
B¯. Since the spinon experiences the emergent gauge flux B¯
(and 3B¯), the emergent Lorentz force affects the spinon ki-
netics [42, 43]. This is manifest in the spinon band structure
which may exhibit finite Chern numbers. Even the arbitrary
strength of hmay lead to the incommensurate B with the Hof-
stadter butterfly, the non-trivial band structure is typically dis-
cernible in this regime[52, 53]. Above the temperature about
the spinon gap, this leads to the thermal hall effect stimu-
lated by the Berry curvature Ωk[41, 54, 55]. In this phase,
the spinon subject to the magnetic field carries a heat current
perpendicular to the temperature gradient. The proportional
coefficient κxy is sensitive to the Berry curvature in which
the spinons are thermally populated. The parameters J± and
h implicitly adjust the band structure resulting in the overall
weight in κxy .
We numerically evaluate the spinon contribution to the ther-
mal hall conductivity κxy(T ). Nonvanishing coefficient κxy
will signal the relevant evidence for detecting the staggered
flux phase. For concreteness, we consider a simple example
reasonable for |J±/Jz| < 1, trr′ = 1 and µ = −4 keeping
only the nearest neighbor hopping due to applying magnetic
field in Eq. (2). We set the gauge field |g| = g¯ and B = pi/4 in
Eq. (8). With an appropriate gauge fixing (See Supplementary
FIG. 3. Numerical plot of the thermal hall coefficient κxy/T as the
temperature T changes when |g| = g¯ and B¯ = pi/4. For simplic-
ity, it is estimated with trr′ = 1 for nearest neighbors only and the
chemical potential µ = −4 in Eq. (2). In the vertical axis, the unit is
evaluated with respect to the diamond lattice constant ∼ 4.3A˚[46].
In the horizontal axis, the temperature is in unit of trr′ ∼ J±.
Information for details), the unit cell of the diamond lattice is
enlarged 16 times and the Brillouin zone is folded to yield 32
spinon bands. Based on the band structure, the thermal hall
coefficient κxy(T )/T is evaluated where [55–59],
κxy(T )=
k2BT
~
32∑
n=1
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
{
c2[g(n,k)]− pi
2
3
}
Ωn,k. (9)
Here, Ωn,k is the Berry curvature at k on the n-th band. The
weight c2(x) = (1+x)[ln((1+x)/x)]2− (lnx)2−2Li2(−x)
with a polylogarithmic function Li2(x) inherit the role of the
Bose distribution g(n,k) = 1/(en,k/kBT − 1). Fig. 3 shows
the thermal hall conductivity κxy/T as a function of temper-
ature T . The partially occupied spinon bands give rise to the
dominant behavior of κxy . As the temperature gradually in-
creases, it grows from κxy/T = 0 towards the peak due to
the thermal population of the non-trivial spinon bands. It is
noteworthy that the maximum thermal hall signal κxy/T ∼
4.6 × 10−3W/(K2 · m) near T ∼ 0.5J± is huge and thus is
expected to be accessible in experiments[41, 60–63]. There
also exist the contributions from the magnetic monopole and
gapless photon[43]. However, these contributions exist at very
low temperature and are thought to be the substracted back-
ground in overall weight near T = 0K. When T approaches
the spinon gap ∼ Jz , those bands are almost fully occupied
and the background fades out. For further increasing temper-
ature, it starts to decrease due to the population in the higher
bands with opposite signs of the Chern numbers. It vanishes
as T goes further when all spinon bands are trivially occupied.
Conclusion — We briefly comment the effect of additional
exchange interactions. Despite our analysis is based on the
leading terms Eqs. (1) and (4), it can be generalized includ-
ing additional types of exchange interactions. Generically, the
symmetry allows other exchanges such as ∼ J±±S±i S±j /2
and ∼ J±zS±i Szj /2[16, 35, 36, 64]. If the former term
∼ J±±S±1 S±2 /2 is embodied in the ring exchange, the spins
at site 1 or 2 is required to be flipped at least three times sub-
sequently, thus it does not contribute as a dominant term but
plays a role beyond the 4th order perturbation. Whereas, the
latter term ∼ J±zS±i Szj /2 assembles the Zeeman coupling
Eq. (4) and modifies the coupling constants Eqs. (5) and (6) in
the same manner. The lowest order correction results in [Ap-
pendix B] 3J
3
±
2J2z
→ 3J
3
±
2J2z
+9
J2±J
2
±z
J3z
in Eqs. (5) and (6). Likewise
the external magnetic field, the frustrated plaquettes gp < 0
reverse its sign at J±z = 0.41|J±Jz|1/2 in the absence of the
B-field. Thus, below the critical value J±z < 0.41|J±Jz|1/2,
the interaction ∼ J±zS±i Szj /2 induces smaller critical fields
in Fig. (2). This enhances the stability of QSLs even turning
on B-field and one expects the observable κxy in the regime
hc < h < h
′
c = 2hc where hc → 1.16|JzJ± − 6J2±z|1/2
decreases.
In this paper, we study the pyrochlore U(1) QSL applied to
the magnetic field. The Zeeman coupling modifies the cou-
pling constant in the emergent U(1) gauge theory, especially
critically affects to the spinon spectrum. The spinon kinetics
experiencing the gauge field is controlled by the strength of
5the B-field. With the B-field along [110]-direction, the gauge
flux choose 0 or pi-flux which preserves the time-reversal sym-
metry. Meanwhile, with the B-field along [111]-direction, the
preferred fluxes covering the magnetic source are frustrated in
the intermediate regime. This enforces the flux to be shaved
off continuously, or evenly trap the unfavored flux. In this
regime, the thermal hall measurement is an accessible setup
to convince the change in emergent gauge structure at low
energy. It turns out that spinon bands with frustrated fluxes
become topologically non-trivial and results in large thermal
hall effect κxy/T ∼ 4.6 × 10−3W/(K2 · m) at low temper-
ature below 1K. Our argument can be generally applicable to
pyrochlore U(1) QSLs and associated thermal Hall measure-
ment in fields would advocate the U(1) gauge structure and ex-
istence of emergent fractional quasiparticles in QSLs. Based
on our study, the strain effect in rare-earth pyrochlores with
non-Kramer doublet can be another interesting point as rele-
vant future work.
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I. LOCAL AXIS COORDINATE ON THE PYROCHLORE
LATTICE
The local coordinate axis in which the pseudospin Si in Eqs.
(1), (4) resides are [16]
eˆ0 = (1, 1, 1)/
√
3, aˆ0 = (−2, 1, 1)/
√
6
eˆ1 = (1,−1,−1)/
√
3, aˆ1 = (−2,−1,−1)/
√
6
eˆ2 = (−1, 1,−1)/
√
3, aˆ2 = (2, 1,−1)/
√
6
eˆ3 = (−1,−1, 1)/
√
3, aˆ3 = (2,−1, 1)/
√
6 (10)
and bˆi = eˆi × aˆi on each ith sublattice. When the B-field is
applied along [110]-direction ([111]-direction), the in-plane
polar angles are
[110]-direction :
φ0 = −2pi
3
, φ1 =
5pi
6
, φ2 = −pi
6
, φ3 =
pi
3
[111]-direction :
φ0 = 0, φ1 = pi, φ2 = −pi
3
, φ3 =
pi
3
(11)
so that the spin exchange in Eq. (4) is rewritten as
H±Z = −
1
2
∑
i
h⊥i (S
+
i e
−iφi + S−i e
iφi) (12)
where S±i = S
x ± iSy . The in-plane component of B-field
is h⊥0 = h
⊥
3 = h/
√
3, h⊥1 = h
⊥
2 = h for [110]-direction and
h⊥0 = 0, h
⊥
1 = h
⊥
2 = h
⊥
3 = 2
√
2h/3 for [111]-direction.
Generically, the symmetry allowed exchange interactions
other than Eq. (1) consist of [16, 35, 36]
H±±+H±z
=
J±±
2
∑
〈i,j〉
(γijS
+
i S
+
j + γ
∗
ijS
−
i S
−
j )
+
J±z
2
∑
〈i,j〉
(Szi (ζijS
+
j + ζ
∗
ijS
−
j ) + i↔ j) (13)
where γij and ζij are 4× 4 unimodular complex matrices.
ζ = −γ∗ =

0 −1 eipi/3 e−ipi/3
−1 0 e−ipi/3 eipi/3
eipi/3 e−ipi/3 0 −1
e−ipi/3 eipi/3 −1 0
 (14)
We define two quantities for later convenience.
C = eiφ12 + eiφ23 + eiφ31 + h.c. = −3
R = ζ12ζ
∗
13 + ζ23ζ
∗
21 + ζ31ζ
∗
32 + h.c. = −3 (15)
where φij = φi − φj and C is evaluated for [111]-direction.
II. LOWEST CORRECTIONS EQS. (5), (6) IN THE
COUPLING CONSTANTS gp
In this section, we derive Eqs. (5), (6) and investigate the
relevance of additional exchanges Eq. (13). The assignment
is to evaluate the coefficient gp of the ring exchange in the ef-
fective action Eq. (3). It involves the classical spin ice with al-
ternative spin configurations ↑↓↑↓↑↓ or ↓↑↓↑↓↑ around a pla-
quette. [33] Integrating out the virtual states imposed by Eqs.
(1) and (12), it flips all 6 spins on the plaquette.
Given the perturbation H1 = H±pseu + H
±
Z bringing about
the spinon hopping, the coupling constant gp arised from
− gpcos(O×Arr′)|7
= 〈7|P[H1(GoH1)2 +H1(GoH1)3 + · · · ]P |7〉 (16)
where |7〉 and |7〉 are flippable and resonance partners each
other. We denote the non-interacting Green function G0 =
(1−P )(E−Hzpseu−HzZ )−1(1−P ) ' (1−P )(−Hzpseu)−1(1−
P ) + O(h2) with the projector operator P onto the ground
state manifold.
The ring exchange Eq. (16) is constructed from the alter-
native spin flip operators S−1 S
+
2 S
−
3 S
+
4 S
−
5 S
+
6 . The first term
is the 3rd order correction constructed from the Eq. (1) only.
The constant of proportionality counts the multiplicity of the
topologically equivalent configuration M and the order of in-
termediate states O. (Fig. (4a)) We are careful of the de-
nominator since the propagators differently evolve on each
sequence. For convenience, we abbreviate the intermediate
process as the coefficients of interactions in Eqs. (1), (12)
with a sequence from right to left. For example, the multi-
plicity of the process (−J±2 )(−J±2 )(−J±2 ) is M = 2 and the
number of ordering is O = 3!. Also all intermediate states
contain 2 gauge charges Hzpseu = Jz , the first term in Eq. (16)
yields
3rd : 2× 3!× (−J±/2)
3
J2z
= −3J
3
±
2J2z
(17)
The lowest order where the Zeeman coupling Eq. (12) en-
gages in is the second term in Eq. (16), the 4th order cor-
rection ∼ J2±h2/J3z . Obviously, this depends on the exter-
nal field direction and the relative angle between the field and
the plaqueete. We start the enumeration with [110]-direction.
Among 4 plaquettes, 2 plaquettes containing sublattice sites
i = 0, 1, 3 and i = 0, 2, 3 are parallel to the B-field and the
others with i = 0, 1, 2 and i = 1, 2, 3 are oblique. There are
two distinct configurations M1 = 3,M2 = 6 and number of
8ordering is O1 = O2 = 2! · 2! to be treated separately. (Fig.
(4b), (4c))
On the plaquette with i = 0, 1, 3, the process
(
h⊥i
2 )(
h⊥i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 ) for M1 contributes
[
(2! · 2!)×
(
2(
h⊥0
2
)2 + (
h⊥1
2
)2
)]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz (18)
where each factor in the square bracket counts O1 = 4 and
M1 = 3 keeping the dependence of h⊥i on i. In the denom-
inator, 2Jz takes into account the intermediate state with 4
charges. Likewise the process (h
⊥
i
2 )(
h⊥i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 ) for M2
[
( 2! ·2!)×
(
eiφ03(
h⊥0
2
)2 + (eiφ01 + eiφ13)(
h⊥1
2
)2 + h.c.
)]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (19)
Also the process (h
⊥
i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 )(
h⊥i
2 ) for M1 and M2 are re-
𝟏
𝟐
𝟑 𝟏
𝟑
𝟐
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
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⇒
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⇒
⇒
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⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
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⇒
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⇒
⇒
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FIG. 4. Abbreviated ring exchange process on the plaquettte con-
taining the sublattice sites i = 1, 2, 3. The exchange interaction
J±S+i S
−
j and Zeeman coupling h
⊥
i S
±
i are represented as the ellipse
and unbiased circle respectively. Same circles are exchangeable in
a sequence, which results in the ordering number O. The 3rd or-
der perturbation Eq. (17) is contributed from (a) two different pro-
cess with topologically equivalent configurations M = 2, O = 3!.
Meanwhile, the 4th order perturbation is guided by two topologically
different configurations, (b) M1: the phases in Eq. (12) is canceled
(c) M2: not canceled leaving an extra phase φij
spectively[
( 2! ·2!)×
(
2(
h⊥0
2
)2 + (
h⊥1
2
)2
)]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (20)[
2!×
(
eiφ03(
h⊥0
2
)2 + (eiφ01 + eiφ13)(
h⊥1
2
)2 + h.c.
)]
×
( (J±/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz +
(J±/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz
)
(21)
There are 4 more sequences (J±2 )(
J±
2 )(
h⊥i
2 )(
h⊥i
2 ),
(
h⊥i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
h⊥i
2 )(
J±
2 ) etc. Among them, the contribution
(J±2 )(
J±
2 )(
h⊥i
2 )(
h⊥i
2 ) is same as (
h⊥i
2 )(
h⊥i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 ) and the
others are same as (h
⊥
i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 )(
h⊥i
2 ). Collecting them all,
the 4th order correction on the plaquette i = 0, 1, 3 is
2 ×
( (J±/2)2
−J3z
{
− (h⊥0 )2 +
(h⊥1 )
2
2
})
+ 4×
( (J±/2)2
−J3z
{ (h⊥0 )2
2
+ (h⊥1 )
2
})
= −5J
2
±h
2
4J3z
(22)
On the plaquette with i = 1, 2, 3, all enumeration procedure
is same accompanied by the interchange φ0 ↔ φ1, φ2 ↔ φ3
and h⊥0,3 ↔ h⊥1,2. Using Eq. (22) on the plaquette i = 1, 2, 3,
2 ×
( (J±/2)2
−J3z
{
− (h⊥1 )2 +
(h⊥0 )
2
2
})
+ 4×
( (J±/2)2
−J3z
{ (h⊥1 )2
2
+ (h⊥0 )
2
})
= −J
2
±h
2
J3z
(23)
Together with Eqs. (17), (22) and (23), we obtain Eq. (5).
Next, we work out the case with [111]-direction. On the
perpendicular plaquette with i = 1, 2, 3, the calculation is
same as Eqs. (18)-(21) with the substitution h⊥0 → h⊥1 . The
process (h
⊥
i
2 )(
h⊥i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 ) for the configurations M1, M2
are [
(2! · 2!)× 3× (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz (24)[
(2! · 2!)× C × (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (25)
Similarly, for the process (h
⊥
i
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 )(
h⊥i
2 ), Eqs. (20) and
(21) become[
(2!·2!)× 3× (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (26)[
2!×C × (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
×
( (J±/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz +
(J±/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz
)
(27)
Adding Eqs. (24)-(27) altogher,
2×
(3
2
(J±)2(h⊥1 /2)
2
−J3z
+ C
(J±)2(h⊥1 /2)
2
−J3z
)
+ 4×
(
3
(J±)2(h⊥1 /2)
2
−J3z
+
3
4
C
(J±)2(h⊥1 /2)
2
−J3z
)
= 0 (28)
9On the other 3 tilted plaquettes, the multiplicity of M1 is re-
duced from 3 to 2 since the B-field to parallel to the sublattice
i = 0, h⊥0 = 0. Similarly for M2, no flipping occur on the
site i = 0 by the B-field, C → eiφ12 + h.c. = −1. Thus Eqs.
(24)-(27) become
[
(2! · 2!)×2× (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz (29)[
(2! · 2!)×(−1)× (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (30)[
(2! · 2!)×2× (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
× (J±/2)
2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (31)[
(2! · 2!)×(−1)× (h
⊥
1
2
)2
]
×
( (J±/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz +
(J±/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz
)
(32)
Likewise, the correction on the tilted plaquettes is
2×
(J2±(h⊥1 /2)2
−J3z
+
J2±(h
⊥
1 /2)
2
−J3z
(−1)
)
+ 4×(
2
J2±(h
⊥
1 /2)
2
−J3z
+
3
4
J2±(h
⊥
1 /2)
2
−J3z
(−1)
)
= −10
9
J2±h
2
J3z
(33)
Combining Eqs. (17), (28) and (33), we have Eq. (6).
Finally, we evaluate the additional exchange interactions
Eq. (13). To embody the exchange ∼ S±i S±j into
the ring exchange S−1 S
+
2 S
−
3 S
+
4 S
−
5 S
+
6 , we need to flip at
least one site three times subsequently e.g. the process
(J±S−1 S
+
2 )(J±S
−
3 S
+
4 )(h
⊥
6 S
+
6 )(J±±S
−
5 S
−
6 )(h
⊥
6 S
+
6 ). Thus
the lowest correction where this term participates is 5th or-
der and will be disregarded in our discussion. Meanwhile, the
interaction ∼ Szi S±j plays a role similar to the Zeeman term.
First we consider the correction ∼ J2±J±zh/J3z .
Since this term is odd in h and J±z , each intermedi-
ate process has its partner with reversed sequence, e.g.
(−J±2 )(−J±2 )(−h
⊥
i
2 )(
J±z
2 ) and (
J±z
2 )(−h
⊥
i
2 )(−J±2 )(−J±2 ).
Each pair shares the same M,O except the sign Szi merged
in J±zSzi S
±
j . This is because the sign S
z
i relies on whether
the exchange S±i on i happens before S
z
i S
±
j or not. Thus
all pairs cancel each other and the correction ∼ J2±J±zh/J3z
vanishes.
Now we consider the correction ∼ J2±J2±z/J3z , which has
nothing to do with the field direction and the plaquettes. The
counting is similar to the Zeeman coupling except the addi-
tional factor Szi acting together on the neighbor of S
±
j . Fo-
cusing on a single plaquette containing i = 1, 2, 3, the mul-
tiplicity increases 22 = 4 times to take account of the site
where Szi acts on. Similarly to Eqs. (18), (19), (24), (25), the
process (J±z2 )(
J±z
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 ) for M1 and M2 are
4×
[
(−ζ21 − ζ23)(ζ∗21 + ζ∗23) + (−ζ13 − ζ12)(ζ∗13 + ζ∗12)
+ (−ζ31 − ζ32)(ζ∗31 + ζ∗32)
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz (34)
2 ×
[
(ζ∗32 − ζ∗31)(−ζ12 − ζ13) + (−ζ12 + ζ13)(ζ∗31 + ζ∗32)
+ 1→ 3→ 2→ 1 + 1→ 2→ 3→ 1 + h.c.
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (35)
where the term with arrows is the duplicated one with mi-
grated site index following the arrow. Each duplication counts
the number of equivalent configurations 3 in Eq. (24). From
now on, these duplications will be omitted in . . . . The com-
plex numbers in the square bracket dwell on the sign and the
site where Szi acts on. Using the definition Eq. (15), these
complex numbers are −(6 + R) and 2(6 − R) respectevely.
The process (J±2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±z
2 )(
J±z
2 ) is same as Eqs. (34), (35).
The process (J±z2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±z
2 ) for the configuration
M1 and M2
4 ×
[
(ζ21 + ζ23)(ζ
∗
21 + ζ
∗
23) + . . .
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz
= 4(6 +R)
(J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (36)
2 ×
[
(ζ∗32 + ζ
∗
31)(ζ12 + ζ13) + h.c. + . . .
]
×
( (J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz +
(J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz
)
= 2(6 + 3R)
3
2
( (J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz
)
(37)
where the complex numbers in the bracket replace 3 and C in
Eqs. (26), (27).
Likesie the process (J±2 )(
J±z
2 )(
J±z
2 )(
J±
2 ) for M1 is
4 ×
[
(−ζ21 + ζ23)(−ζ∗21 + ζ∗23) + . . .
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz
= 4(6−R) (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz (38)
and for M2[
(ζ∗32 − ζ∗31)(−ζ13+ζ12) + (−ζ12 + ζ13)(ζ∗31 − ζ∗32) + . . .
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz = 2(6−R)
(J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz[
(ζ12 + ζ13)(ζ
∗
31+ζ
∗
32) + (−ζ∗31 − ζ∗32)(−ζ12 − ζ13) . . .
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz = 2(6 + 3R)
(J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz (39)
The process (J±z2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±z
2 )(
J±
2 ) for M1 vanishes
since the process reverse the overall sign by interchang-
ing two elements (J±2 ). For example, the process
10
(J±zS−1 S
z
2 )(J±S
+
2 S
−
3 )(J±±S
+
4 S
z
3 )(J±S
−
5 S
+
6 ) cancel with
the partner (J±zS−1 S
z
2 )(J±S
+
5 S
−
6 )(J±±S
+
4 S
z
3 )(J±S
−
2 S
+
3 )
due to Szi . For M2 contribution,[
(ζ∗32 − ζ∗31)(−ζ12−ζ13) + (−ζ12 + ζ13)(ζ∗32 + ζ∗31) + . . .
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz = 2(6−R)
(J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · Jz · Jz[
(ζ12 + ζ13)(ζ
∗
31+ζ
∗
32) + (−ζ∗31 − ζ∗32)(−ζ12 − ζ13) . . .
]
× (J±/2)
2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz = 2(6 + 3R)
(J±/2)2(J±z/2)2
−Jz · 2Jz · Jz (40)
where the bracket replaces 2! × C in Eq. (27). The process
(J±2 )(
J±z
2 )(
J±
2 )(
J±z
2 ) is also same as Eq. (40).
Gathering Eqs. (34)-(40) altogether, we obtain the result
−9(J2±J2±z)/J3z . In the presence of the exchanges such as
Eq. (13), this correction is to be included in Eqs. (5) and (6),
which decreases the critical fields.
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FIG. 5. Gauge fixing with a flux B = pi/4 in Eq. (8) viewed from
the B-field direction. The perpendicular and titled plaquettes trap the
flux 3B = 3pi/4 and B = pi/4 respectively. Each link is marked
with the emergent gauge field Aij along the arrow in unit of pi/4.
The integers on the red sites mark the gauge field piercing out of the
hexagonal plane. Since the magnetic translation vector a3 is doublely
extended with respect to the lattice constant, there are 2 hexagonal
sheets in the magnetic unit cell. These views are (a) between the
height z = 0 and z = zˆ·a3/2 and (b) between the height z = zˆ·a3/2
and z = zˆ · a3
III. GAUGE FIXING ON THE DIAMOND LATTICE WITH
B = pi/4
We now present the specific gauge choice to demon-
strate the shaved flux B = pi/4 on the tilted plaquettes
and 3B = 3pi/4 on the perpendicular plaquette in Eq.
(8) when |g| = g. In Fig. (5), the emergent gauge
field Aij in unit of pi/4 is marked on the link connect-
ing the diamond sites i and j. The unit cell is enlarged
4 × 2 × 2 = 16 times with the magnetic translation vectors
a1 = (4, 0, 0), a2 = (−1,
√
3, 0), a3 = (1,−1/
√
3, 2
√
6/3)
in unit of the lattice constant a. Considering this gauge fixing,
Fig.(6) shows the spinon band structure keeping only the
nearest neighbor hopping trr′ = 1 due to applying magnetic
field and the chemical potential µ = −4. The thermal hall
coefficient Eq. (9) is estimated based on this spinon band
structure. We note that the spinon band structure and the
behavior of the thermal hall conductivity could depend on the
parameters ratios between h/Jz, J±/Jz and J±z/Jz .
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FIG. 6. Spinon band spectrum along highly symmetric points in
the Brillouin zone of the original fcc lattice. The dispersion energy
is scaled in unit of the nearest neighbor hopping trr′ = 1. (Inset)
The Brillouin zone of the original fcc lattice and the reduced one.
The reduced Brillouin zone is cuboid unlike the face-centered cubic
Bravais lattice.
